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ABSTRACT
The performance of a parallel algorithm depends in part on how well
the communication structure of the algorithm is matched to the communication structure of the target parallel system. The mapping problem is the
problem of generating such a match algorithmically. Solving the mapping
problem optimally for any non-trivial case is NP-complete. Therefore, a
heuristic approach must be used to solve the problem. Although several
heuristic algorithms to this problem have been developed, their performance has been evaluated on relatively few combinations of communication and processor structures. This paper extensively evaluates the performance of hill climbing mapping algorithms through simulation on communication structures representative of existing parallel algorithms and
architectures. The motivations for our study are as follows: to establish
the differences in performance between variations of the hill climbing
heuristic; to determine the factors which affect the performance of hill
climbing with respect to optimum; and to compare hill climbing to known
optimum and non-optimum mappings to determine the effectiveness of
hill climbing as a mapping heuristic.

1. Introduction
One class of parallel processing systems in existence today consists of a number of
processors, each with its own private memory. In addition, each of these processormemory pairs are connected to a small number of other pairs in a fixed topology. In
these systems, if two processor-memory pairs must share data, a message is constructed
and sent through the interconnection network. Such a message must be forwarded
through one or more intermediate processors in the network. This forwarding introduces
delay and hence reduces the amount of speedup achieved.

A typical programming paradigm for this type of system consists of decomposing
the problem into a number of communicating tasks that are assigned to individual processors. Since the interconnection network introduces delay on communication, one goal is
to place the tasks on the processors so as to minimize the delay introduced by the interconnection network. This is referred to as the mapping problem.
For the mapping problem studied in this paper both the parallel algorithm and the
processor system are represented as graphs. For a parallel algorithm, the nodes in the
graph correspond to tasks and edges correspond to communication between tasks. For a
parallel system as described above, nodes correspond to processors and edges to communication links. The mapping problem is then defined as finding a mapping from the
nodes in the task graph to those in the processor graph so that a function defined on the
two graphs is optimized. This function must be chosen so that optimizing its value
minimizes communication delay.
Delay in a message passing systems consists of two principle components: delay
due to forwarding and delay due to congestion. Delay due to forwarding results from the
need to forward a message through one or more network links. Each traversal of a link
adds to the time required to deliver a message. The amount of time required to traverse a
link is a function of network congestion. If many messages arrive at an intermediate
switching node and each want to traverse the same exit link, delay in the form of congestion is introduced.
In this paper we investigate delays due to message forwarding only. We take this
approach for two reasons. First, in a system where the network is light to moderately
loaded, it has been shown that forwarding delay dominates congestion delay [l4].
Second, congestion effects are difficult to analyze given a static description of a parallel

task. Congestion at a particular network node depends on both whether and when messages arrive. However, using graphs to model parallel tasks, it can only be determined

whether communication will occur; no timing information is available.
The relationship between message delay and task execution time depends not only
on delay itself but also on the processor's mode of execution. For example, in a SIMD
machine all communication starts at a fixed point in time and no further computation is
performed until all messages have been delivered. In this case, reducing maximum message delay reduces execution time. This is in contrast to MIMD machines where computation can proceed with as few as one delivered message. In this case, reducing the aver-

age message delay reduces execution time. This paper concentrates on the latter case.
To define a function that relates a mapping between task and processor graph to
average message delay, we introduce a value called total expansion. Assume that two
nodes u and v are connected by an edge in the task graph. When u and v are mapped to
the processor graph, messages flowing between them will flow between one or more
intermediate processors. We say that the edge (u,v) has an expansion equal to the
number of edges it traverses between the images of u and v in the processor graph. The

total expansion of a task graph with respect to a processor graph is the sum of expansions
for each edge in the task graph. Minimizing total expansion reduces the average message
delay in a MIMD system where the time to communicate messages between processors is
proportional to the length of the path.
One approach to the mapping problem has been that of finding mappings for
specific task-processor graph combinations. Rosenberg and Snyder [12] were the first to
take this approach when they developed lower bounds on total expansion for various task
and processor graphs. They also presented specific mappings for several different taskprocessor graph combinations such as grids onto trees. This approach of constructing a
specific mapping for a given task-processor combination has also been taken by other
authors [6,8,5,10]. These research efforts have resulted in optimum or near optimum
mappings for many common communication structures onto typical processor graphs.
However, for other task-processor combinations with no known mapping, determining an
optimum mapping remains a difficult task.
As an alternative to manually constructing mappings for specific task-processor
combinations, this paper investigates automated mapping generation for any task-

processor combination. That is, given a task graph T and processor graph G, find algorithmically a minimum total expansion mapping from T to G. This would allow the programmer to choose a communication structure that was natural for the problem without
concern for how the communication structure is realized on a particular machine. In
addition, if the topology of the processor system changes due to a fault, the mapping
algorithm could be reapplied to the task graph to produce a mapping that would still
exploit the remaining system configuration.
Finding an optimum mapping algorithmically is a NP-complete problem for any
non-trivial optimization criteria [13]. Furthermore, fixing the processor graph often does
not simplify the problem. For instance, solving the minimum total expansion problem to
a line or ring graph is also NP-complete [13]. For these reasons heuristic mapping algorithms have been studied by several authors for a variety of optimization criteria [3,7,11]. These heuristic techniques are typically evaluated by executing the mapping algorithm on a small number of task-processor graph combinations. Often, the
results are not compared to what is optimally achievable because the optimum solution is
not known. Bokhari [3] attempted to deal with this problem by using his algorithm to
map a graph onto itself. In this case the optimum mapping is known and the performance of the mapping algorithm can be determined. However, such experiments do not
reveal the performance of the algorithm when presented with arbitrary task-processor
graph combinations.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of a heuristic mapping algorithm for a
variety of task and processor graph combinations. We vary both the topology and size of
the input graphs and determine the effects such changes have on the quality of the generated mapping. In addition, the total expansion of the mappings are compared to what
could be achieved using known mappings, some of which are provably optimum. This
allows one to determine how well a heuristic technique performs with respect to mappings that a programmer could specify directly.
As a heuristic, we have chosen hill climbing. The principle reason for this choice is
its simplicity. One purpose of this paper is to provide a base set of experimental results
for automated mapping algorithms. We feel that hill climbing is the most basic of
heuristics and therefore provides a "least common denominator" to which more sophisticated heuristics can be compared as was done by Fukunaga, Yamada and Kasai [7].

With regards to the hill climbing algorithm, we use four variations to verify whether or
not the results of Bokhari [3] (which showed that the best hill climbing strategy was
steepest descent with multiple retrys) apply to generic task and processor graph combinations. As discussed in Section 6.1, this result does not seem to hold for general taskprocessor graph combinations.
The next section formally defines the mapping problem and describes the hill
climbing heuristic. Section 3 describes the task and processor graphs used as test data.
Section 4 then describes the set of experiments that were performed. In Section 5, the
results of the experiments are presented. Conclusions are drawn from these results and
presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the results.

2. The Mapping Problem and a Heuristic Solution
The mapping problem as studied in this paper is defined as follows.

Given
A directed graph T={V (T),E (T) ), I V(T) I =n
An edge weighing function WT,wT:E (T)+Reals
An undirected graph G={V(G),E (G)), ( V(G) (=n

Find
A bijective function m, m :V(T)+V(G) such that

is minimized. The term lG(u,v) is the minimum distance path between u and v in G.
The mapping problem as defined models the task graph as a weighted and directed
graph. Directed graphs are used since many algorithms have asymmetric communication
between two nodes. The directed edges are weighted proportional to the amount of data
exchanged between the two communicating nodes. Communicating nodes that exchange
large amounts of data have larger edge weights than nodes that exchange less data. For
the sample parallel examples studied in this paper, we determine the exact number of
data items exchanged and use this value as an edge weighting.

In contrast to the task graphs, the processor system is modeled as an undirected,

unweighted graph. This corresponds to a system where each link connecting two processors has the same capacity and is bidirectional. The mapping problem is that of finding a
function from the task to processor graph so that the sum of weighted expansions is
minimized. The expansion of an edge is also weighted to reflect the weight of the task
graph edge.

2.1. The Mapping Algorithms
The algorithms studied in this paper are based on a combinatorical optimization
technique known as hill climbing [16]. Hill climbing as a generic optimization technique
starts with a guess for the solution. The current guess is then incrementally changed to
yield the new guess. If the new guess improves the optimization criteria, the new guess
becomes the current guess and the process is repeated; otherwise, the algorithm terminates.
The particular implementation used is as follows. To start, the task graph is randomly mapped to the processor graph. For each node u in the task graph, the algorithm
performs a trial swap between u and all other nodes in the task graph. For each trial
interchange, if the total expansion has decreased as the result of the interchange, then it is
recorded. After all trial interchanges for node u are performed, if at least one interchange
that decreases total expansion exists, one such interchange is selected and the mapping is
updated accordingly. This paper investigates two ways of selecting interchanges: randomly and steepest descent. The former means choosing a swap from the set of all nonincreasing swaps with equal probability. The latter means choosing the swap that
decreases total expansion the most.

A pass consists of performing trial swaps for all pairs of nodes in the graph. If, during a pass, the total expansion has not decreased then the algorithm has entered a local
minimum. At this point the algorithm can either terminate or perturb the current mapping and repeat the process of performing trial interchanges. This paper also investigates
both methods of handling local minima. For the case where the current mapping is perturbed, the perturbation consists of performing n randomly chosen interchanges. Additional passes are then performed until no improvement during the current pass is made.
We note here that the algorithm starts with an arbitrarily chosen permutation. For
the experiments described in Section 5, the starting permutation is randomly generated.

Results by Lee and Agganval[9] suggest that the performance of a hill climbing heuristic
can be improved by choosing a good initial mapping. The effect of the initial mapping is
not studied in this paper.

3. The Task Graphs
A variety of task graphs were used as test input. The graphs used are categorized
as: 1 and 2-dimensional, tree and Fast Fourier. For each category we specify a
parameterized generic graph and edge weighting function. One of the parameters specifies the number of nodes in the graph. Another parameter sets the number of edges per
node (degree). A third parameter characterizes the amount of traffic on each edge. This
weighting parameter is determined by considering a specific application that uses the
particular graph. We now present a detailed specification of each generic task graph.

3.1. 1-Dimensional
Given a set V consisting of n nodes labeled consecutively from 1 to n, define a set of
edges E parameterized by d, 1 ld < n as follows:

This resultant graph G=(V,E) is a 1-dimensional graph, where each node communicates
with its d nearest left and right neighbors assuming no wrap around. Parallel algorithms
that exhibit this structure include 1-dimensional convolution and the taking of 1dimensional derivatives. To define a parameterized edge weighting function, we consider 1-dimensional convolution as the driving application. The parameters of a 1dimensional convolution are m, the number of points to convolve, and k the size of the
convolution kernel. Assume that m is an integer multiple of n, the number of processors.
Assign sequentially mln data points to each processor. Each processor must then communicate with its d=

nearest left and right neighbors.

A way of specifying a weighting function is to assume that all neighboring points
must be transferred for each convolution of a local data point. This would be the case if
individual processes within the processor were responsible for a single data point. Consider a data point whose index within processor i is z. Assuming k is odd, mln-z of the
points needed to perform the convolution of point z are in processor i and

OPP=(k-1)/2-(mln-z)

points are in B = [ OPP l(mln] successive left and right proces-

sors. If the difference between processor i and j is given by:

I i-j

I<LOPP/(~/~)J

then to convolve point z requires a fetch of (mln) data points from processor j. If

then OPP-(mln)

1OPP 1(mln)]

points need to be fetched. Thus, the weight of edge (i,j )

can be determined by summing the number of fetches needed from block j for each point

z, 1 I z I m l n in block i.
3.2. 2-Dimensional
Given a set V consisting of n=w2 nodes label the nodes using ordered pairs (x,y)
such that l 9 , y S w . On these ordered pairs of nodes define a set of edges E parameterized by d as follows:

1 5 x , y I w , max(1,x-d)Ix'5min(x+d,w),max(1,y-d)Sy'Imin(y+d,w),1I d <w.
The resultant graph G=(V,E) is a 2-dimensional analog to the 1-dimensional graph
described above. One use for this graph is the solution of 2-dimensional differential
equations using a cross shaped stencil. Another use is matrix multiplication.
The weighting function used is derived for the solution of two dimensional differential equations using a cross shaped stencil. The parameters to the problem are the r,s
dimensions of the input data and the t,u dimensions of the stencil. Assuming that r = s
)~
and r is an integer multiple of w, the data can be divided into w2 regions of ( r - 1 ~data
points. These regions are labeled (x,y) and assigned to processors labeled (x,y). If t=u
each processor must then communicate with its d=

nearest up, down, left

and right neighbors. Note that when r=s=t=u, this graph also models a way of performing matrix multiplication.
A weighting function similar to the one given for the 1-dimensional graph can then
be defined. The function is identical with the exception that the weights for the horizontal edges are multiplied by the number of points per processor in the vertical direction

and similarly that the weights on the vertical edges are multiplied by the number of
points per processor in the horizontal direction.

3.3. Fast Fourier Transform
On a set V of n = 2P consecutively labeled nodes, define the the following set of
edges:

where 0 is the exclusive or function. The resulting graph G=(V,E) is the Fast Fourier
Transform or "butterfly" pattern. The principle use of this graph is to perform Fast
Fourier Transforms but it also serves as an underlying communication graph for matrix
transpose.
If this graph is used to perform FFTs on 24- p l q , data points, every task must send

24-P data points to each task to which it is connected. In this case, the weighting function is a constant.

3.4. Tree Graphs
Another class of generic communication graphs we choose is d-ary trees. In the n
node, d-ary trees that we use, all interior nodes have degree d. Furthermore, we construct
the tree so that the maximum number of leftmost leaf nodes also have degree d. These
graphs can be used to perform associative operations such as addition in parallel. Here,
the values to be combined associatively are input at the leaves. The values are then combined at the roots of the respective subtrees and then passed to the next higher sub-tree.
This process continues until all values reach the root of the tree where they are combined
a final time to produce the result. Used in this manner, data is only passed up the tree
and therefore the graphs used as test data have directed edges from leaf to root nodes.
For the purposes in this paper we will weight the top n/2-1 edges in the with a weight of
2 and the remaining edges with a weight of 1.

3.5. Processor Graphs
In addition to using several different task graphs as input data, different processor
graphs were also used. The graphs used were a 4 and 8-nearest neighbor, 2-dimensional
toroid, a hypercube and a 7-tree. These topologies were chosen since they have been
either proposed in the literature or exist as topologies in currently existing machines. All
edges in the graphs are defined as undirected and unweighted. This models physical systems that are interconnected with bidirectional links with equal capacity. A brief
description of each of the graphs is as follows:
The four nearest neighbor, two dimensional toroid consists of n=w2 nodes labeled
as ordered pairs (i,j). There exists an edge between each node (i,j ) and nodes
(i+l mod w, j), (i,jf 1 mod w). The 8-nearest neighbor toroid has an additional four
edges given by the four combinations of (i+l mod w, jf 1 mod w). The hypercube is the
same graph as the FFT task graph described previously. The graph of the 7-tree is identical to the 7-tree description given in the task graph section with the exception that all
links in the tree are considered to be unweighted and bidirectional.

4. The Experiments
For each of the generic task graphs, parameters were chosen to specify the graphs
used for the experiments. One goal of the experiments was to determine the effect of
task and processor graph size on the performance of the hill climbing algorithms. For
this reason task graphs of n=16,64 and 256 nodes were used. These sizes enabled us to
determine the relative change in performance with respect to a fourfold increase in graph
size.
For the results described in Section 5.1, various densities of task graphs were used.
For the 1-dimensional graphs m and k were chosen so that d, the number of nearest
neighbors, would take on the values 1 , 2 , 4 and 8. To accomplish this, m was set to 10n
and k to 1 1,31,71,151. These parameters were also used for the 2-dimensional graphs
with the exception of the d = 8 case. Instead of using d = 8 as a test case we used

d=dn.

This models the communication requirements of matrix multiply. For the tree graphs,
values of 2 and n -1 were used for d.
Edge weights were chosen according to the specific algorithm that the task graph
was chosen to model. For the 1 and 2-dimensional convolution graphs, the weighting

functions described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 were used. For the 2-dimensional matrix
multiply graph, the weighting function described in Section 3.2 assigns the same weight
to each edge. For the FFT graph, the weighting parameter q was set to n so as to give
edges with a weight of one. For the associative graphs, the arbitrarily chosen edge
weights described in Section 3.4 were used.
Each task graph of size n was mapped onto each processor graph of size n using
four variations of the hill climbing algorithm. The four algorithms are derived from the
four combinations of randodsteepest descent move generation together with jumplno
jump out of local optima. We label these algorithms as follows: algorithm 1 for
random/no jump, algorithm 2 for steepest descentlno jump, algorithm 3 for randodjump
and algorithm 4 for steepest descent/jump. For each task-processor combination, the four
algorithms were run a number of times, each time with a different initial mapping and
random number seed. The algorithms were run 50 times for the n=16 and 64 node
experiments, and 10 times for the 256 node experiments.

5. Results
To determine the performance of the hill climbing algorithms, the total expansion of
the generated mappings are compared in several different ways. First, in Section 5.1, the
total expansion is compared to a lower bound on total expansion. These numbers are
used to compare the performance of the hill climbing algorithms used. Second, in Section 5.2 the generated total expansion is compared with that of known mappings. The
procedures for generating these mappings are also described in Section 5.2. In some
instances, the mappings can also been shown to be optimal. Comparisons to these mappings are then used in Section 6.2 to determine the quality of a mapping found by hill
climbing.

5.1. Results with Respect to Lower Bound
To determine the performance of the hill climbing algorithms, we compared the
total expansion of the generated mappings to a lower bound. A lower bound TElb is
given by the sum of weights over all edges in the task graph. This corresponds to a mapping in which each edge in the task graph has an expansion of one. Formally, this lower
bound is defined as follows:

Let TEgen(T,G,i)denote the total expansion of a mapping from T to G using hill
climbing algorithm i, l I i 5 4 . Table 1 gives the average and maximum values of
TEratio(T, G, i) = TElb(T) I TEgen(T, G, i ) averaged over all tasks T for each processor graph
G. The values in the average columns were obtained by first averaging the values of
TEratio(T,G,i) over 5 0 (10 for n=256) runs of algorithm i. Each run of an algorithm was
conducted using a different starting permutation and random number seed. These values
were then averaged for each processor graph G over all task graphs T. The maximum
columns represent the maximum value of TEratiO(T,G,i)observed over all runs for each
specific T and G.
In addition to determining the performance of the hill climbing algorithms with
respect to a lower bound, we also counted the number of passes performed. These values
were averaged across all task and processor graphs with n nodes and are given in Table 2.
Recall that a pass consists of performing a trial swap for each pair of nodes in the task
graph. This requires n 2 swaps. Therefore, the total number of swaps performed by each
algorithm can be calculated by multiplying the entries in Table 2 by n2. The values in
Table 2 show that the number of passes for each variation of hill climbing grows at an
approximate rate of 0 (log n). Hence, the number of trial swaps grows at an approximate
rate of 0 (n210g n).

5.2. Results with Respect to Known Mappings
The values given in Table 1 are with respect to a lower bound on total expansion
and are averaged across all task graphs. This lower bound allows one to compare the
relative performance of each algorithm. Furthermore, it allows one to compare the efficacy of the various processor topologies at supporting the range of task graphs. For
instance, at 256 nodes the results show that the hypercube provides the best match to the
task topologies followed by the 8-toroid, the 4-toroid and then the 7-tree. The results
given in Table 1 could also be used to compare hill climbing to other more sophisticated
heuristics.
The results given in Table 1, however, do not provide any information as to how
well hill climbing performs when mapping a specific task to a specific processor. To

Maximum

Average
1
4t
8t
hc

7t

1

0.712
0.916
0.717
0.533

2

1

0.732
0.927
0.736
0.575

3
0.750
0.933
0.753
0.557

1

1
4
16 Nodes
0.771
0.936
0.767
0.582

1

2

1

3

1

4

0.800
0.944
0.800
0.587

0.800
0.944
0.800
0.587

0.800
0.944
0.800
0.587

0.800
0.944
0.800
0.587

0.592
0.743
0.687
0.481

0.589
0.742
0.708
0.492

0.604
0.745
0.708
0.481

0.603
0.743
0.706
0.496

0.433
0.567
0.585
0.401

0.458
0.593
0.604
0.403

0.441
0.577
0.592
0.403

64 Nodes
4t
8t
hc

7t

0.537
0.700
0.623
0.440

0.537
0.699
0.628
0.468

0.554
0.714
0.643
0.453

0.552
0.712
0.646
0.478

-

256 Nodes
4t
8t
hc

7t

0.425
0.560
0.574
0.379

0.411
0.539
0.568
0.382

0.438
0.572
0.586
0.388

0.423
0.554
0.577
0.391

0.452
0.590
0.598
0.397

Column 1: Random choice, No jump out of local minima
Column 2: Steepest descent, No jump out of local minima
Column 3: Random choice, Jump out of local minima
Column 4: Steepest descent, Jump out of local minima

4t: 4-toroid
8t: 8-toroid
hc: Hypercube
7t: 7-tree

Table 1. Hill Climbing Algorithm Performance

determine such a relationship, comparative mappings are needed. We now describe size
parameterized mappings for a subset of the experiments described in Section 5. Not all
of the mappings described are optimum, but are presented to compare how well hill
climbing does with respect to a known mapping for a specific task-processor combination.

5.2.1. Optimum Mappings
An embedding is a mapping for which each edge in the task graph has expansion
one. Embeddings exist for a number of .the task-processor combinations used as test
data. Consider the 1-dimensional, 1-nearest neighbor graph. This graph is simply a line.

n - number of nodes
Column 1 - Random choice, No jump out of local minima
Column 2 - Steepest descent, No jump out of local minima
Column 3 - Random choice, Jump out of local minima
Column 4 - Steepest descent, Jump out of local minima

Table 2. Average Number of Trial Swaps
Therefore, there exists an embedding from this task graph to any processor graph that has
a Hamiltonian circuit. It can easily be shown that Harniltonian circuits exist in the 4 and
8-toroids together with the hypercube. Similarly, the 2-dimensional, l-nearest neighbor
graph is equivalent to a 4-nearest neighbor mesh and thus has an embedding in both 4
and 8-toroids. Furthermore, it has been shown by several authors [8,5] that four nearest
neighbor meshes embed in hypercubes. Finally, there exists an embedding between the

FFT and hypercube graphs since the task and processor graphs are the same. The 16
node FFT can also be embedded in both the 4 and 8-toroid.
In the case of the n-1 tree task graph, there does not exist an embedding onto any
of the processor graphs. However, there does exist a provably optimum mapping
between a n-1 tree (star graph) and each of the processor graphs. Such a mapping is
found by first determining the node in the processor graph with the smallest total distance
between itself and the other nodes in the processor graph. The total distance between a
node u and all other node is given by

where ZG(u,v) is the minimum distance between nodes u and v in G. Once the node m
such that d (m,G) I d (u,G) for every u EG is identified, the root of the star is mapped to
m.

In a symmetric graph, the sum of distances between a node u and all other nodes is
equal regardless of what node u is chosen. For symmetric graphs such as toroids and
hypercubes, any node in the graph can serve as m. Now, if the star is unweighted, the
remaining nodes of the star can be mapped arbitrarily. Otherwise, the nodes v of the processor graph vfm are sorted in ascending order according to their distance from m. Similarly, the nodes of the task graph are sorted in descending order according to the weight
of the edge connecting that node to the root. A mapping is then made in order between
the nodes in the task graph with heavier edge weights to the nodes in the processor graph
with shorter distances from m. This mapping can easily be shown to have minimum total
expansion.
5.2.2. Non-optimum Mappings

We now consider non-optimal task-processor graph mappings. Rosenberg and
Snyder [l2] presented a method of mapping n d node, d-dimensional arrays into the
leaves of complete 2d-ary trees. We took their approach and expanded it to handle the
problem of mapping an array to the nodes of a 7-tree by first mapping the d-dimensional
array to the leaves of a 2d-ary tree and then mapping those leaves into the nodes of a 7tree. To map the leaves of a 2d-ary tree to the nodes of a 7-tree, we first label the nodes
of the 7-tree using post order traversal (traverse leaves of root followed by the root). The
leaves of the 2d-ary tree (to which the array has been mapped) are then assigned sequentially (from left to right) to the labels of the 7-tree obtained by the post order traversal.
Rosenberg and Synder's method in conjunction with the leaf to node mapping thus
defines mappings for the 1-dimensional, 1-nearest neighbor graph (a Id array) and also
the 2-dimension, 1-nearest neighbor graph (a 2d array) onto the 7-tree.
For the binary tree associative task graph, we used the shape grammar mapping
technique described by Bailey and Cuny [l] to map the binary tree to both the 4 and 8toroid processor graph. To map the binary tree graph onto a 7-tree processor graph, we
labeled the nodes of both graphs in preorder traversal order. The nodes of the binary tree
in preorder order were then sequentially mapped to the nodes of the 7-tree in preorder
order. To map the binary tree to a hypercube, Deshpande and Jenevein [6] showed how
to embed a modified n = 2k-1 complete binary tree in a 2k node hypercube. The embedding was accomplished by first adding a node between the root of the binary tree and
either its left or right son. This 2k node graph then embeds directly onto a hypercube.

The binary trees that were used in the experiments described in Section 5 consisted of a
2k-1 node binary tree with one additional leaf node added to the leftmost leaf of the complete binary tree. This node is mapped to the extra node added by Deshpande and
Jenevein, and the remaining nodes are mapped as described in their paper.
To map the FFT task graph onto the 4-toroid graph, we first label the nodes of the
FFT task graph in binary representation as described in Section 3.3. We take the p bit
binary address 11,

lP and divide it into two separate labels LO=l

- - - lPl2

and

L =1p12+1,...,lp. Then, the binary gray code representation [2] is calculated for both L o
and L 1. A node in the task graph is then mapped to (bgr (Lo),bgr (L 1)) where bgr is the
reflected binary gray code and the 2-tuple (i,j ) addresses the processor graph node in row
i, column j. We use this mapping for both the 4 and 8-toroid.

The last mapping considered is that of a 1-dimensional, 2-nearest neighbor task
graph to the 4 and 8-toroid processor graphs. For this task graph the (u,u+l) edges form
a line graph. A mapping between this line graph and a Hamiltonian circuit in the 4toroid processor graph gives the (u,u+l) edges an expansion of one while the (u,uf2)
edges an expansion of two. Given that the number of nodes in a 1-dimensional, 2-nearest
neighbor task graph has an intergal square root which is also divisible by four, there
exists a mapping onto an 8-neighbor toroid with smaller total expansion than the 4-toroid
mapping. The mapping is given by sequentially partitioning the sequentially labeled task
graph into sets of size 2dn. The sets are labeled 1 1 I k <n/2&,

- - n/2dn.

For the odd numbered sets

the nodes are assigned in downward blocks of four starting at row 1,

column 2k-1. Labeling in downward blocks of four means sequentially assigning task
nodes to processors (i,j), (i, j+l), (i+l, j) and (i+l, j+l) where i is the row number and j
the column number of a processor. For the even numbered sets 2 1k In/2dn, the nodes
are assigned in upward blocks of four starting at row

dn, column 2k-1.

Upward block

of four assignment sequentially maps task nodes to processors (i,j), (i, j+l), (i-1, j), (i-1,
j+l).
Each of the above described mappings were applied to their respective taskprocessor graph combination and the total expansion of the mapping calculated. Each of
the values were in turn divided into the average and maximum total expansion found by
hill climbing algorithm 1 (random moves and no jump out of local optimum). The
results of these calculations are given in Table 3.

Topology

4t

Average

1

8t

I

hc

1

71

I
1

4t

1

Maximum
81

1

hc

1

71

16 Nodes
Id-1
2d-1
star
binary
FFT
ld-2

0.87
0.81
0.98
1.17
0.74
0.96

1.00
0.98
0.96
0.99
0.98
0.99

0.89
0.83
0.98
1.07
0.75

*

0.94
1.03
0.85
0.99

*
*

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.02

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.13
1.00

1.14
1.09
1.00
1.09

*

*

0.88
0.70
0.99
1.20
0.92
0.90

1.00
0.88
0.99
1.14
1.01
0.98

0.93
0.76
1.00
1.01
0.81

0.93
1.07
1.00
1.28

*

*

0.75
0.50
0.99
1.17
0.82
0.77

0.89
0.67
0.99
0.83
1.01
0.8

0.87
0.66
1.00
0.91
0.54

0.80
1.01
1.00
1.18

*

64 Nodes
Id- 1
2d- 1
star
binary

FFT
1d-2

0.77
0.61
0.99
1.08
0.78
0.84

0.94
0.79
0.99
1.08
0.99
0.90

0.83
0.70
0.99
0.89
0.61

*

0.83
1.01
0.96
1.13

*

*

*

256 Nodes
Id-1
2d- 1
star
binary

FFT
ld-2

0.69
0.47
0.99
1.07
0.78
0.73

0.85
0.61
0.99
0.79
0.99
0.77

Id-1: 1-dim., 1-nearest neighbor
2d- 1: 2-dim., 1-nearest neighbor
star: star graph
binary: binary tree
FFT: Fast Fourier Transform
ld-2: 1-dim., 1-nearest neighbor

0.81
0.63
0.99
0.87
0.50

*

0.78
0.99
0.99
1.13

*
*

*

4t: 4-toroid
St: 8-toroid
hc: Hypercube
7t: 7tree
*: no mapping

Table 3. Ratio of Hill Climbing to Known Mapping

*

*

6. Analysis
Given the data collected in Section 5.1 and the known mappings described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we now analyze the performance of the hill climbing algorithms. We
first analyze the relative performance of the four different hill climbing algorithms. This
is accomplished by comparing the total expansion of the mappings generated together
with the number of trial swaps performed. We then analyze the performance of hill
climbing with respect to the set of known mappings. Based on these comparisons, we
evaluate the quality of the mappings found by the hill climbing algorithms.

6.1. Performance with Respect to Hill Climbing Algorithm
The columns in Table 1 show that the differences in performance across the four
variations of the hill climbing are relatively small. Comparing the performance of algorithm 1 to algorithm 2, no consistent difference in TE is observed across graph size or
processor topology. Similarly, no consistent difference in TE is observed between algorithm 3 and 4. This implies that steepest descent move selection does not generate mappings with smaller total expansion than does random move selection. However, Table 2
shows that steepest descent makes between 23 to 43 percent fewer trial swaps than random move selection. Furthermore, the difference in the number of trial swaps increases
as the size of the input graphs increase. Therefore, while steepest descent does not
improve the quality of the mapping found, it finds mappings more expediently than random move selection.
Whereas there are no consistent differences between steepest descent and random
move generation, there exists a consistent difference between the corresponding versions
of the hill climbing algorithm that either stay or attempt to move out of local optima.
This can be seen by comparing the average results of algorithms 1 and 3 (Table 1,
columns 1 and 3) and also algorithms 2 and 4 (Table 1, columns 2 and 4). A consistent
difference is also observed for the maximum values.
These results imply that moving out of a local optimum causes the algorithm to
finally terminate in local optima with smaller total expansion. However, this small
increase in average case performance comes at the expense of time. Jumping out of local
optima increases the number of passes (and hence total trial swaps) from between 2.4 to
2.7 times that required if the algorithm terminates at the first local optima found (Table

2). Furthermore, the increase in number of swaps resulting from jumps out of local
optima increase with the size of the graph.

6.2. Performance with Respect to Known Mappings
In this section we discuss the performance of hill climbing with respect to known
mappings. We first consider the optimum mappings described in Section 5.2 and then
the non-optimum mappings described in Section 5.3. The optimum mappings include the
1 and 2-dimensional, 1-nearest neighbor task graphs onto the 4-toroid, 8-toroid and
hypercube and also the FFT onto the hypercube. For these task-processor graph combinations, at least one of the 50 runs of the hill climbing algorithm found the embedding
for 16 node graphs. However, for the 64 and 256 node graphs, the hill climbing algorithm never found an embedding. Furthermore, the quality of the mapping that was
found decreased with increasing graph size. For example, the mappings found between
the FFT and hypercube (Table 3) increased the average total expansion from 413 to 2
times optimum as n increased.
Fixing the task graph and examining the quality of the mapping for a range of processor graphs shows that the performance of hill climbing depends on the chosen processor graph. Consider the mapping results for the 1 and 2-dimensional, 1 nearest neighbor
task graphs onto the hypercube, 4-toroid and 8-toroid processor graphs. For the 6 4 node
graphs, the relative order of mapping from worst to best is for the 4-toroid, hypercube
and 8-toroid. This order holds for both the 1 and 2-dimensional task graphs. This order
corresponds to the same ordering obtained if the processor graphs were ordered according to their average internode distance. The same result also holds for the 16 node
graphs. Hence, the results for 16 and 64 nodes suggests that the quality of mapping
found (when an embedding exists) depends on the average internode distance of the processor graph.
However, the results for the 256 node experiments show that the relative mapping
performance order for the 1-dimensional task graph is 4-toroid, hypercube and 8-toroid;
whereas the order in terms of average internode distance is 4-toroid, 8-toroid and hypercube. This result suggests that mapping algorithm performance correlates with average
internode distance only if the relative difference between average internode distance is
large. For example, the relative difference in average internode distance between the 4-

toroid and hypercube is loo%, whereas the relative difference between an 8-toroid and
hypercube is only 33%. For those processor graphs with similar average internode distance, the performance of the hill climbing algorithm appears to depend on the particular
task graph being mapped. For instance, while the relative mapping performance order
for the 1-dimensional task graph was hypercube then 8-toroid, the order for the 2dimensional graph was 8-toroid then hypercube.
Similar to fixing the task topology, hill climbing performance can also be analyzed
by fixing the processor graph topology. Fixing the processor topology to a hypercube
and examining the mappings for the 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional and FFT tasks (each
of which have an embedding in the hypercube topology), it can be seen that the relative
order of mappings (with respect to an embedding) from worst to best is given by: FFT,
2-dimensional, 1-dimensional. These results hold for all graph sizes considered. Furthermore, the results hold when the processor topology is fixed to either a 4 or 8-toroid and
the 1 or 2-dimensional task graph is mapped.
Examining this trend, it can be seen that the order in quality of mapping correlates
directly with the number of edges in the task topologies. That is, the fewer edges a task
graph has the better the mapping with respect to optimum. Furthermore, this effect
increases as the size of the topology increases. For example, the relative average performance for the 64 node, 2-dimensional task onto a hypercube was 85% percent of the performance obtained for the 1-dimensional task. For the 256 node case the 2-dimensional
task performance was only 77% of the 1-dimensional performance. Such a decrease in
performance with respect to optimum is seen for all of the task-processor graph combinations for which an embedding exists.
Examining the maximum columns of Table 3 for the star graph shows that at least
one execution of the hill climbing algorithm found a mapping within 99% of optimum
for all processor graphs at all sizes. The reason for such performance (in comparison to
the mappings found for task-processor combinations where an embedding exists) lies
with the ease of mapping star graphs. The 4 and 8-toroid along with the hypercube
graphs are examples of symmetric graphs. Any mapping of an unweighted star graph to
a symmetric graph will have the same total expansion. If the star graph is weighted,
heavily weighted edges need to be mapped close to the root of the star. It appears that
the hill climbing algorithm optimizes effectively in this way for the simple weighted star

graphs used in the experiments. For the 7-tree which is not symmetric, the node u with
the smallest sum of distances to other nodes must first be found by the mapping algorithm. Again, the results suggest that the hill climbing algorithm performs this function.
We now compare hill climbing to non-optimal mappings. Although the absolute
quality of hill climbing cannot be determined, such comparisons are important since it
shows how well general techniques such as hill climbing can perform with respect to
specific mapping schemes. Furthermore, the changes in the ratios in Table 3 allow us to
assess the relative performance of the mapping schemes as the size of the graphs
increase. Recall that the ratios in Table 3 are calculated by dividing the TE of the given
non-optimum mapping by the TE of the mapping generated by hill climbing. If this ratio
decreases with increasing graph size, then it must be the case that the growth rate of TE
for the given mapping with respect to optimum is slower than the corresponding rate for
hill climbing.
Consider this ratio for the following task-processor combinations (Table 3):
Id-l,2d-1 onto 7-tree
ld-2 onto 4-toroid, 8-toroid
binary tree onto 4-toroid, hypercube
The ratios for each of these combinations decrease as the size of the graph increases.
This implies that the mappings given in Section 6.2 are superior to those achievable with
hill climbing, particularly as the size of the graph increases (with the exception of the
binary tree to 4-toroid mapping which may not increase in performance past that of hill
climbing).
For the following task-processor combinations the ratio of the TE of the nonoptimum mapping to hill climbing TE does not monotonically decrease with increasing
graph size:
FFT onto 4-toroid, 8-toroid
binary tree onto 7-tree
In these cases both the given mapping and the hill climbing mapping move away from
the optimum solution at approximately the same rate. However, the mappings given in
Section 5.2 outperform hill climbing for the FFT onto 4 and 8-toroid task-processor combination. For the binary tree to 7-tree, it appears that hill climbing performs as well or

possibly better than the given mapping depending on graph size.
For the binary tree onto 8-toroid, the growth rate of the ratio given in Table 3 does
not consistently increase or decrease with an increase in graph size. The trend appears to
be decreasing but further experiments would need to be conducted with larger graphs to
determine the validity of this observation.

7. Summary
In this paper we have investigated four variations of the hill climbing heuristic to
solve the mapping problem. We did this by empirically studying the algorithms'
behavior for a variety of task-processor graph combinations. By comparing the mappings generated by hill climbing to both optimum and non-optimum mappings, we were
able to determine the parameters that affect hill climbing performance. Furthermore,
these results form a base set with which to compare the performance of more sophisticated heuristics.
In terms of the quality of mapping generated, each variation of the hill climbing
algorithm had roughly the same performance. However, by using steepest descent, the
number of trial swaps to termination was significantly reduced. Furthermore, attempting
to find better solutions by jumping out of local optima significantly increases execution
time with only a small improvement in the quality of solution.
The comparisons with respect to optimum embeddings showed two things. First,
the performance of the hill climbing heuristic decreases with an increase in graph size.
Hill climbing as implemented also suffers from a 0 (n210g n) running time growth rate.
Thus, not only are the mappings for large graphs poor, but they also takes a relatively
long time to find. For instance, on a single user Sun-31280, mapping a 256 node, 2dimensional, 1-nearest task graph onto the 8-toroid took 2 minutes, 40 seconds using the
fastest hill climbing algorithm (steepest descentjno jump). Second, when an exact match
exists between task and processor, the performance of the algorithm can be characterized
both by the number of edges in the task graph and the average internode distance of the
processor graph.
Compared to non-optimum mappings, hill climbing did not perform better and in
most instances performed worse. Hence, for a particular task-processor combination the
programmer has to decide whether hill climbing should be used. The alternative is to

write programs with communication structures that match the processor's communication structure.
In conclusion, hill climbing as a mapping technique is only useful for relatively
small graphs. The results show that hill climbing comes within a factor of two of
optimum for the moderate size graphs considered. The performance of hill climbing,
however, decreases with increasing graph size. Alternative heuristics are thus needed for
mapping tasks onto large parallel machines such as the CM-2 [15] which can have up to
65,536 processors. A refinement of hill climbing known as simulated annealing [4] is
one possibility. However, any state space search technique will probably suffer from
large running times due to the size of the state space.
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